Season's Greetings 2018
CELEBRATE NEW YEAR WITH CUSTOMIZED

- Gift Pack
- Greeting Cards
- Make a combo of your choice

FOR

- Your Priority Customers
- Your Business Partners
- Pharma Industry Doctors
- Professional Business Women
- Your Retailers & Franchisees
EXCLUSIVE SILVER TRAY ARRANGEMENTS

* Silver Tray Included
* Kindly Confirm availability of quantity & design before ordering
(Chocolate quantity and Dry Fruits weight can be customized as per requirement)
CHOCOLATES

CNY1706
36 Chocolates

CNY1707
32 Chocolates
2 additional shelves for products of your choice

CNY1708
50 Chocolates

CNY1709
32 Chocolates

CNY1710
24 Chocolates

(Chocolate quantity & Box design can be customized as per requirement)
CHOCOLATES

CNY1711
15 Chocolates

CNY1712
15 Chocolates

CNY1713
9 Chocolates

CNY1714
12 Ferrero Rocher

CNY1715
25 Bite Size Chocolates

(Chocolate quantity & Box design can be customized as per requirement)
CHOCOLATES

CNY1716
4 Chocolates

CNY1717
4 Chocolates
or
8 Chocolates

CNY1718
9 Chocolates

CNY1719
10 Chocolates

CNY1720
16 Chocolates

(Chocolate quantity & Box design can be customized as per requirement)
CHOCOLATES

CNY1721
FERRERO ROCHER T-16

CNY1722
FERRERO ROCHER T-24

CNY1723
Sorini Chocolates (200gm)
(Can be replaced if needed)

CNY1724
Sorini Chocolates (300-350gm)
(Can be replaced if needed)

CNY1725
Sorini Chocolates (400-450gm)
(Can be replaced if needed)

(Chocolate quantity weight can be customized as per requirement)
DRY FRUITS

CNY1726
- 24 Ferrero Rocher
- 400-500 gm of Mixed Dry Fruits
(Wood quality and grade can be customized)

CNY1727
- 9 Ferrero Rocher
- 800-900 gm of Mixed Dry Fruits

CNY1728
- 10 Ferrero Rocher
- 300-400 gm of Mixed or Assorted Dry Fruits

CNY1729
700-800 gm of Assorted or Mixed Dry Fruits

CNY1730
- 24 Chocolates
- 600-800 gm of Assorted Dry Fruits

CNY1731
- 8 Ferrero Rocher
- 200 gm Sorini
- 200-300 gm of Mixed Dry Fruits

(Chocolate quantity and Dry Fruits weight can be customized as per requirement)
CNY1732  
CLOCK CAKE  
3-4 lbs

CNY1733  
NEW YEAR CAKE  
3-4 lbs

CNY1734  
CELEBRATION CAKE  
3-4 lbs

CNY1735  
DIGITAL PRINTING CAKE  
(Artwork/Image edible printing of your own choice)  
3-4 lbs Round or Square Shaped

CNY1736  
FERRERO ROCHER CAKE  
(2lbs)

CNY1737  
CHOCOLATE MALT CAKE  
(2lbs)

CNY1738  
DEATH BY CHOCOLATE  
(2lbs)

CNY1739  
CHOCOLATE HEAVEN CAKE  
(2lbs)
CAKES

CNY1740
BLACK FOREST CAKE
(1lb and 2lbs)

CNY1741
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
(1lb and 2lbs)

CNY1742
RED VELVET CAKE
(2lbs)
(Not available in SKZ & MUX)

CNY1743
PINEAPPLE CREAM CAKE
(2lbs)

CNY1744
DRY FRUIT CAKE
2-3 lbs
MITHAI

CNY1745
KAJU QATLI TRAY
(Along with Silver Tray)
* Kindly Confirm availability of quantity & design before ordering

CNY1746 – 1KG
ASSORTED KAJU BARFI

CNY1747 – ½ KG

CNY1748
PREMIUM ASSORTED BAKLAVA

CNY1749 – Small

CNY1750 – Large

ASSORTED PREMIUM MITHAI BOXES
MITHAI

CNY1751
INJEER SWEETS

CNY1752
TUK BROWN SWEETS

CNY1753
ARABIAN SWEETS

CNY1754
HONEY DRY FRUIT MITHAI

CNY1755
MIX MITHAI

CNY1756

CNY1757

CNY1758

TIN PACK HALWA
FRUITS & FLOWERS

CNY1759
MIX FRUIT BOX
7-8 Kg

CNY1761
APPLES (3 & 5 KG)
Available in Box or Basket

CNY1762
ORANGES (2 & 4 DOZEN)
Available in Box or Basket

CNY1763
POMEGRANATE (3 & 5 KG)
Available in Box or Basket

CNY1764

CNY1765

CNY1766
CHIC FLORAL
ARRANGEMENT

CNY1767
"AZURE SKIES" FLORAL
ARRANGEMENT

CNY1768
SILVER LINE
BOUQUET

CNY1769
BLESSINGS
BOUQUET

CNY1770
LAVISH
BOUQUET

- Best Seasonal Cut Flowers will be delivered
- Kindly Confirm availability of quantity & quality of fruits before ordering
Gifts for Priority Customers
GIFTS FOR PRIORITY CUSTOMERS

LEATHER LAPTOP BAG
SATCHEL BAG
LEATHER DOCUMENT HOLDER
PREMIUM CHOCOLATE BASKET

EXECUTIVE GIFT SET
Metal Desk Clock + Card Holder + Key Chain

DESIGNER WALLETS
TIE CASE
METAL DESK CLOCK

HAND MADE FUDGE
Available in 3 Flavors:
- Chocolate
- Gourmet
- Mocha

POWER BANK
GIFTS PACKAGES FOR PRIORITY CUSTOMERS

**PACKAGE 1**
Leather Wallet + Leather Card Holder + Leather Key Chain + USB in Leather Case

**PACKAGE 2**
Card holder + Men’s wallet + Key Chain + Note Pad + Travel Wallet

**PACKAGE 3**
Wallet + Card Holder

**PACKAGE 4**
Wallet + Key Purse + Key Chain

(Branded and Unbranded products can be customized as per customer’s requirement)
Gifts for Business Partners
GIFTS FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS

- Leather/Rexine Jacket
- Customized Wall Clocks
- Customized USB Drive
- USB Card Drives
- Traveler Mugs
- Key Chains
- Acrylic Tea Coasters
- Wrist Watches
- Wallets/Card Holders
- Accessories Kit (Kit only, articles not included)
GIFTS FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS

- LEATHER DIARY WITH BUTTON LOCK
- PLAIN LEATHERETTE DIARY
- SPIRAL BINDING NOTEBOOK
- WOODEN DIARY
- TABLE CALENDAR
- CUSTOMIZED & MAGIC MUGS
- CUSTOMIZED WALL CALENDARS
- CUSTOMIZED TABLE CALENDARS
GIFT PACKAGES FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS

PACKAGE 5
Executive Pen + USB Key Chain

PACKAGE 6
Executive Pen + Metal Key Chain

PACKAGE 7
Executive Pen + Card Holder

PACKAGE 8
Executive Pen + Card Holder + Key Chain

PACKAGE 9
Table Card Holder + Metal Key Chain

(Products can be customized as per customer’s requirement)
Gifts for Pharma Industry Doctors
GIFTS FOR PHARMA INDUSTRY DOCTORS

- Premium Gift Basket
- Leather Document Bag
- Leather Document Case
- Personal Organizer
- Document Sleeve
- Travel Accessories Kit
- Executive Pen
- Document Organizer
GIFTS FOR PHARMA INDUSTRY DOCTORS

- CUSTOMIZED WALL CLOCKS
- TABLE ORGANIZER
- WOODEN CARD & PEN HOLDER WITH CLOCK
- ACRYLIC PEN HOLDER
- WOODEN SLIP HOLDER WITH PEN HOLDER
- CUSTOMIZED/BRANDED PAPERWEIGHT
- CUSTOMIZED/BRANDED TEA COASTERS
- TABLE & WALL CALENDARS
Gifts for Professional Business Women
GIFTS FOR PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS WOMEN

- LADIES HANDBAG
- LADIES WALLET
- LADIES CLUTCH
- RETRO FLORAL ARRANGEMENT
  (Limited Quantity Production. Confirm Before Ordering)
- MANICURE KIT
- TABLE TOP PICTURE FRAME
- LADIES SHAWLS
- BRACELET (ASSORTED)
- STUDS (ASSORTED)
- HAND MADE FUDGE
  (Limited Quantity Production. Confirm Before Ordering)
  Available in 3 Flavors:
  - Chocolate
  - Gourmet
  - Roasted Almond

(Product designs may slightly vary)
Gifts for Retailers & Franchisees
GIFTS FOR RETAILERS & FRANCHISEES

- Bike Uppers with Reflector Printing
- Muffler
- Leather Gloves
- Shawls
- Woolen Gloves
- Winter’s Special Hamper
  - Ceramic Mug
  - Tea
  - Coffee Jar
  - Dry Fruits
GIFT PACKAGES FOR RETAILERS & FRANCHISEES

PACKAGE 10
Wall Clock + Emergency Lamp

PACKAGE 11
Spiral Binding Notebook + Calendar

PACKAGE 13
Gents & Ladies Shawls

PACKAGE 14
Gents Khaddar Suit + Wrist Watch

PACKAGE 12
Table Calendar + Notebook

PACKAGE 15
Upper + Woolen Gloves + Ear Warmer

(Products can be customized as per customer’s requirement)
Late in ordering? Check out our Quick Available Options
QUICK AVAILABLE OPTIONS

CNY1721
FERRERO ROCHER T-16
(Customization limited to wrapping sheet)

BLACK FOREST CAKE
(1lb and 2lbs)

CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
(1lb and 2lbs)

HALF KG ASSORTED KAJU BARFI

1 KG MIX MITHAI

LAVISH BOUQUET

PACKAGE 5
Executive Pen + USB
Key Chain
(Customization limited to laser engraving & screen printing on box)

ASSORTED USB FLASH DRIVE

LEATHER WALLET/CARD HOLDER
(Customization limited to embossing)

CERAMIC MUG
(Customizable with given artwork)

HALF KG ASSORTED KAJU BARFI

1 KG MIX MITHAI

(Lead time 4-6 days with minimal customization; for 100-250 units. For More quantity, kindly confirm availability before ordering)
ORDERING PROCESS

1. Choose Item
2. Communicate to TCS representative
   2a. Provide Customization Details (If Required)
   2b. Provide High Resolution Artwork (If any)
3. Approve Sample
4. Place Order
5. Delivered!
GUIDELINES

• TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
  - Presentation includes reference images of major ideas, and products. Actual product may vary according to the availability of required quantity of articles. (Samples will be shared for final approval.)
  - Price will be communicated after customer’s confirmation about specific product, quantity, packaging & delivery.
  - Best seasonal cut flowers, fruits & chocolates will be delivered depending on availability.

• CUSTOMIZATION
  - Customization is available on products and packaging. (Minimum quantity is 100 orders)
  - Artworks for any printing to be provided by the customer.
  - Customized packaging will take 25* working days for manufacturing post provision of PO.

• COMMUNICATION:
  - Relevant BDM/KAM or Product Specialist will be the pivotal point of communication for the customer.
  - Formal Purchase Order(or go-ahead email) from the customers is a mandatory pre requisite.
  - Lead time for imported products is 45 days post provision of PO.

• VALUE ADDED SERVICES
  - We provide end-to-end solutions which include product procurement, packaging, delivery to the customer & final delivery data provision.
  - Distribution related terms & conditions will be mutually decided after receiving distribution data & finalization of order.
  - Only TCS serviced areas will be served.

* No of days may decrease or increase depending on level of customization involved. It is advised to confirm accurate lead time of delivery before issuance of PO.